
Scattergories 3 

Questions by Will Nediger and Jaimie Carlson 

Round 7 

1. In Jan Steen’s painting The Dissolute Household, a woman gazing at one of these objects fails to 

notice that her husband is flirting with a maid. Frans Hals’s The Fingernail Test depicts a 17th-

century gesture made by people using one of these objects. Two paintings by the same artist named 

for these objects feature nearly colorless paintings in the background and stained glass windows on 

the left. A man with a broad-brimmed black hat puts his hand on a pitcher while one of these objects 

obscures the face of a woman in pink in one of those two Jan (*) Vermeer paintings named for these 

objects. Jan Steen’s Merry Family shows a father cheerfully raising one of these objects, implying that this is 

leading his children to drink. For 10 points, name these objects included in many Dutch Renaissance 

paintings, one of which Christ drinks from in some depictions of the Last Supper.  

ANSWER: wine glasses [accept anything like glasses or cups or goblets that hold wine; prompt on partial 

answers that don’t mention wine with “What liquid is it holding?”] 

<JC> 

2. This is the name of the only cat to ever receive a front-page obituary in The Stage, who lived at the 

Gielgud Theatre and had a habit of wandering onto the stage during performances. This is the 

second of the three names of the man who played Henry Higgins at the premiere of Pygmalion and 

staged lavishly decorated Shakespeare productions at Her Majesty’s Theatre, which he built with the 

profits from his time at the Haymarket Theatre. The actor and stage manager (*) Herbert Tree was 

born with this surname. An author with this surname wrote a story in which the author of Fungoids finds an 

article in phonetic spelling calling him a “third-rate poet” when he travels to the British Museum Reading 

Room a hundred years into the future. That story from the collection Seven Men is called “Enoch Soames.” 

For 10 points, identify this surname of the author of Zuleika Dobson.   

ANSWER: Beerbohm 

<WN> 

3. Alexey Shirov responded to this move with g6 during a legendary 1995 game in which Judit Polgár 

used a Monkey’s Bum Deferred strategy. Gyula Breyer is often quoted as saying that after this chess 

move “White’s game is in the last throes.” This move is followed by Nc6 in an unusual sequence 

originated by the hypermodernist Aron (*) Nimzowitsch. A “semi-open game” is one in which Black 

breaks symmetry in response to this move. Bobby Fischer called this move “best by test” and favored it as an 

opening. The most popular response to this move, c5, is known as the Sicilian Defense. For 10 points, name 

this opening move in which White moves their king’s pawn two spaces. 

ANSWER: king’s pawn to e4 

<WN> 

 

 

 



4. This character searches for the God-Stone, which has power over life and death, and which is 

hidden on the island of Sarek, nicknamed “the island of thirty coffins.” A novel about this 

character’s “last love” was posthumously published in 2012 after being found inside a shirt on top of 

a cupboard. This character’s main antagonist claims to be the daughter of Joséphine de Beauharnais 

and the occultist Joseph Balsamo. The magazine Je Sais Tout [zhuh “say TOO”] published many 

stories featuring this character, including several in which he faces off against the Countess of (*) 

Cagliostro. In a 1908 story collection, this character engages in a battle of wits with a character who for legal 

reasons is named “Herlock Sholmes.” For 10 points, name this gentleman thief created by Maurice Leblanc, 

whose namesake grandson, the third of his name, is the protagonist of a classic manga series. 

ANSWER: Arsène Lupin [accept either underlined portion] 

<WN> 

5. The word for these groups is the same as the Latin name for King Arthur’s dog, who takes part in 

the hunt for Twrch Trwyth [toorkh ter-with]. Molière’s relationship with Louis XIV is the subject of 

a play named after one of these groups by Mikhail Bulgakov. One of these groups includes “the 

woman he knew” and “the woman he didn’t know” according to the Brazen Head, who claims that 

“the usual” one of these groups is responsible for the death of Boy Staunton in (*) Fifth Business by 

Robertson Davies. These groups are mentioned in the literal translation of the title of a play Ferdinand von 

Walter’s love for Luise Miller; that Friedrich Schiller play pairs the word for these groups with “love.” For 10 

points, ACF editors in the early 2000s were often collectively referred to as what sort of secretive group, 

which now names a Chicago-based group of SJW quizbowlers? 

ANSWER: cabals 

<WN> 

6. An eyepatch-wearing director born in this country was once attacked in Egypt by people who 

mistook him for Moshe Dayan, and survived by showing them that he wasn’t circumcised. That 

director born in this country directed the 3D film House of Wax despite being unable to see 3D. A 

British director born in this country directed That Hamilton Woman during his stay in Hollywood 

during World War II. André (*) De Toth and Alexander Korda were born in this country. A director born 

in this country made a film in which Ann Blyth plays Veda, the extremely bratty daughter of Joan Crawford’s 

Mildred Pierce. That director also made The Adventures of Robin Hood and Casablanca. For 10 points, name this 

home country of Michael Curtiz [kur-TEEZ], whose surname is an anglicized version of the name Kertész 

[KUR-tace]. 

ANSWER: Hungary [or Magyarország; accept Austria-Hungary] 

<WN> 

 

 

 

 



7. This is the second of the three names of a photographer who depicted a man sitting on a bed with 

a woman wearing a bunny mask in her Kubrick-inspired photograph American Nightmare, and 

recruited subjects on Instagram for her project 100 Naked Women. A photographer with this last 

name documented the tiny community of Pie Town, New Mexico for the Farm Security 

Administration, and had the first name Russell. A photographer who went by this first name played 

the (*) Statue in Jean Cocteau’s The Blood of a Poet, and was photographed by David Scherman sitting in the 

bathtub in Adolf Hitler’s apartment in Munich. For 10 points, identify this first name of the photographer 

Miller who served as a war correspondent for Vogue during World War II. 

ANSWER: Lee [accept Nadia Lee Cohen or Russell Lee or Lee Miller; prompt on Elizabeth, which is Lee 

Miller’s birth name] 

<WN> 

8. These animals enter a hyper-alert state called “yarak,” from a Persian word meaning “strength,” 

which is not to be confused with the identically-spelled Turkish slang word for “penis.” The word 

“lure” originally referred to an object used to attract these animals, while the word “rouse” originally 

referred to a shaking action performed by these animals. The word “haggard” originally meant 

“wild” when referring to these animals, as referenced in the name of an etymology blog run by Paul 

Anthony Jones. The word (*) “tiercel” refers to a male animal of this type, possibly because the males are 

often about a third of the size of the females. The verb “bate” refers to a vigorous flapping motion made by 

these birds, and is one of the many vocabulary items explained in a 2014 memoir about these birds by Helen 

Macdonald. A jess is a short strap fastened around the legs of these birds. For 10 points, name these birds 

which have often been trained to hunt wild animals, especially by noblemen in medieval Europe. 

ANSWER: hawks [or falcons; prompt on raptors or birds of prey] 

<WN> 

9. One poet with this last name wrote “O, what a pettifogging ass thou art” in an imagined sonnet 

reply from “Mr. W. H. to Mr. W. S.” That work is included in that author’s collection of rebuttals to 

various poems, “A Book of Answers,” which extensively mocks “To His Coy Mistress.” A Catholic 

priest goes on a quest for a president’s gold stash in a Pilgrim’s Progress parody, Kruger’s Alp, by a 

South African author, Christopher, with this last name. A poet with this last name who wrote about 

Postumia’s trial in “Advice to Young Ladies” described his country as “A Nation of trees, drab 

green and desolate grey” and “the (*) last of lands, the emptiest.” This word is the last name of Australian 

poet Alec Derwent. In another poem, this concept is “heard” “in the chillest land - / And on the strangest 

Sea -” and “sings the tune without the words.” For 10 points, Emily Dickinson characterizes what concept as 

“the thing with feathers”? 

ANSWER: hope [or A. D. Hope] 

<JC> 

 

 

 



10. A character who used to work in this academic field becomes obsessed with parachuting 

mishaps while working for the Company in Tom McCarthy’s Satin Island. A character who works in 

this field has an affair with Z, a spy for the British High Commission, from whom she learns about 

the existence of Tsau. Tom Mallow in Less Than Angels and Everard Bone in Excellent Women are 

among the many members of this profession in the novels of Barbara Pym. This is the profession of 

Nelson Denoon and the unnamed narrator in (*) Norman Rush’s Mating. A biologist, a psychologist, a 

surveyor, and a member of this profession venture into Area X in Jeff VanderMeer’s Annihilation. The 

autobiography Dust Tracks on a Road recounts how the author’s studies in this field led to the writing of Mules 

and Men. For 10 points, the novelist Zora Neale Hurston also worked in what academic field? 

ANSWER: anthropologists [or anthropology] 

<WN> 

11. A book named for this man was first published with a frontispiece showing a “maid all hairy” 

next to an “infant that was black.” This man was the attributed author of the most popular sex 

manual in England until the 19th century, which was first published in 1684 and was called this man’s 

“masterpiece.” A book which was popular in the Middle Ages circulated under this author’s name 

until Thomas Aquinas noticed that it was actually a summary of Proclus’s Elements of Theology. 

Roger Bacon published an edited version of the encyclopedic treatise (*) Secretum Secretorum, attributing 

it to this man. A book named for this man’s theology which was traditionally attributed to this man is an 

Arabic paraphrase of parts of Plotinus’s Enneads. The “recovery” of this philosopher’s works in the Middle 

Ages resulted in the circulation of many works falsely attributed to him. For 10 points, name this philosopher 

who was the falsely attributed author of many works produced by the Peripatetic school, which he founded. 

ANSWER: Aristotle 

<WN> 

12. Two answers required. An essay named for these two things criticizes a magazine for acting “like 

Don Juan between his two peasant girls” and sarcastically claims that producing one of these things 

“is your destiny.” That essay named for these two things in Roland Barthes’ [barts] Mythologies 

criticizes Elle’s habit of equating these two things. A poem whose main metaphor compares these 

two things says that one was “snatched from thence by friends, less wise than true” and complains 

that “I (*) stretched thy joints to make thee even feet.” That poem whose main metaphor compares these 

things concludes “thy mother, she alas is poor / Which caused her thus to send thee out of door.” For 10 

points, name these two things compared in an Anne Bradstreet preface in which she compares her 

forthcoming work of poetry to “thou ill-formed offspring of my feeble brain.” 

ANSWER: books and children [or novels and children; or poetry collections and children; accept clear 

synonyms; accept babies for children] 

<JC> 

 

 

 



13. An essay named after these things argues that Tony Smith’s description of his experience of 

traveling the unfinished New Jersey Turnpike illustrates the conflict between the theatrical and the 

pictorial in art, and discusses what the author calls “literalist art.” That essay named after these 

things is by Michael Fried. An essay named for these things outlines a new type of “three-

dimensional work” which is neither painting nor sculpture. That (*) Donald Judd manifesto is named 

for “specific” examples of things. This is the title of the Méret Oppenheim sculpture commonly known as 

Breakfast in Fur. A Man Ray sculpture consisting of a metronome with a photograph of an eye attached to it is 

named after one of these things “to be destroyed.” For 10 points, sculptures made by repurposing non-

artistic items are often referred to as “found” examples of what things? 

ANSWER: objects [accept “Art and Objecthood” or “Specific Objects” or Object to Be Destroyed or found 

objects or objets] 

<WN> 

14. Three brothers set off on a journey in this direction to do penance for leading a gang of church-

destroying bandits. The souls of the dead were said to travel in this direction to the house of a god of 

the dead named Donn. A mythical place that is always covered in mist except for one day every 

seven years was believed to lie in this direction. That place is called (*) Brasil, not to be confused with 

the real country of the same name. An immram [IM-ruhm] is a tale in which a hero travels in this direction to 

the Otherworld, often to a realm of everlasting youth called Tír na nÓg [teer nuh NOHG]. According to 

legend, a man set out in this cardinal direction in search of the Isle of the Blessed. For 10 points, St. Brendan 

is said to have sailed in what direction in his voyage across the Atlantic from Ireland? 

ANSWER: west 

<WN> 

15. A Welsh doctor named Thomas Gwenhidwy rants about a city named after this quality, saying 

that “if [it] dreams, it’s not accessible to us.” A short-lived journal named after “systems of history” 

with this quality includes editorials suggesting that German hyperinflation was deliberately planned. 

A group of people named after this quality includes Serge, who almost gets into a car crash because 

he can’t see through his hair. A set of statements named after people with this quality includes “You 

may never get to touch the Master, but you can tickle his creatures” and “You (*) hide, They seek.” A 

band named after this quality is a parody of the Beatles which appears in The Crying of Lot 49. Gravity’s Rainbow 

includes a set of “proverbs” for people with this quality. For 10 points, Thomas Pynchon often writes about 

people with what quality which is popularly characterized as the feeling that “everyone is out to get you”? 

ANSWER: paranoia [or paranoids] 

<WN> 

 

 

 

 



16. An adaptation of a play by this author only begins when someone from the audience yells “Start 

the fucking play!” In another parody, this author’s father takes him to a prostitute in order to initiate 

him into manhood, but chickens out at the last moment. In that parody of this author, one character 

is called “the son-in-law of a bedbug!...the nephew of a earwig!” In that work, this author repeatedly 

gives alternate endings where people “inherit five million (*) rubles.” That play includes a series of 

sketches such as one where this author pays to see a man fake a drowning, and one where Ivan Ilyitch 

Cherdyakov dies on his sofa after sneezing on the head of his supervisor at the opera. This author is the 

subject of Neil Simon’s The Good Doctor. For 10 points, name this author parodied by Aaron Posner in Stupid 

Fucking Bird, an adaptation of The Seagull.  

ANSWER: Anton (Pavlovich) Chekhov 

<JC> 

17. A satirical Italian saint named for this concept first appeared in a procession towards a 

supermarket which symbolically took place on Sunday, February 29, 2004. A class named after this 

concept is distinguished from classes like the “proficians” and is defined in terms of its distinctive 

relations of production, relations of distribution, and relations to the state in a book by Guy 

Standing. A book titled for this kind of “life” gives a Levinas-inspired analysis of how mourning 

often turns into violence, and was written by Judith Butler. A portmanteau combining this word with 

(*) “proletariat” refers to a social class under post-Fordist neoliberalism characterized by low economic 

capital and a lack of job security. For 10 points, name this term used by social scientists to refer to the lack of 

predictability and security. 

ANSWER: precarity [or precariousness; accept precariat] 

<WN> 

18. A poem named after this historical event ends by telling the addressee to “eat my pussy from 

behind” because “Bill Manhire’s not getting any younger.” That poem by Hera Lindsay Bird tells 

the addressee to “fuck me from behind” because of this event. Byron’s Don Juan references this 

event in a couplet calling the mind “that very fiery particle” which “let[s] itself be snuffed out by an 

article,” in reference to the theory that this event was occasioned by a critical article in the Quarterly 

Review. A poem inspired by this event describes a soul which “beacons from the (*) abode where the 

Eternal are” and repeatedly commands the “most musical of mourners” to weep for the title character. The 

sonnet “When I have fears” anticipates this event. This event is commemorated by the words “Here lies One 

whose Name was writ in Water,” as well as by Shelley’s poem “Adonaïs.” For 10 points, identify this event in 

which the author of “On First Looking into Chapman’s Homer” succumbed to tuberculosis. 

ANSWER: the death of John Keats 

<WN> 

 

 

 

 



19. In one drawing, one of these people draws a caricature of a mustachioed policeman while her 

family looks on disapprovingly. Another drawing shows these people holding a magnifying glass up 

to a tiny man and poking him with a needle. One woman who inspired this group of people was 

allegedly manipulated into swinging naked on a red velvet swing by Stanford White. A drawing titled 

“The Eternal Question” shows one of these people with hair forming a question mark. Camille 

Clifford and (*) Evelyn Nesbit modeled for drawings of these people. This pre-flapper group is named for 

an illustrator who created many pen-and-ink drawings highlighting their hourglass figures and pompadoured 

hair. For 10 points, name these alliteratively-named women, the female fashion standard of the Gilded Age.  

ANSWER: Gibson Girls [prompt on partial answer or any descriptions of high-society 1890s women] 

<JC> 

20. At the beginning of the film, the protagonist hums and whistles fragments from this song, totally 

out of synch with the piano improvisation based on this song played by the Dave Grusin Trio. When 

the protagonist is talking to a coroner, we hear this song in the form of a funeral dirge played by the 

Tapoztlan Municipal Band. The first four notes of this song can be heard whenever the bell on 

Eileen and Roger Wade’s gate is rung. In a film which shares its title with this song, we hear Clydie 

King singing this song as the protagonist arrives at a supermarket to buy food for his (*) cat, and it’s 

continued in a Muzak version when he enters the supermarket. This song, composed by John Williams and 

Johnny Mercer, shares its title with a film in which Terry Lennox is accused of having murdered his wife 

Sylvia. For 10 points, name this title song of a 1973 Robert Altman film starring Elliott Gould as the detective 

Philip Marlowe. 

ANSWER: “The Long Goodbye” 

<WN> 

21. An author who went by these initials used Jamaican Patois in his novel about the Morant Bay 

Rebellion, New Day, and explored the Mau Mau Rebellion in his novel The Leopard. That Jamaican 

author’s surname is Reid. An author who went by these two initials because he hated his first name 

wrote about Hilda’s return from an internment camp after World War II in the story “When My Girl 

Comes Home,” and also wrote the memoirs A Cab at the Door and Midnight Oil. An author with 

these initials won a Booker Prize for a novel consisting of the stories (*) “One Out of Many,” “Tell Me 

Who to Kill,” and the title story, which explores the relationship between Bobby and Linda in a newly 

independent African country. That author also wrote about a recently independent African country led by 

“the Big Man” in his novel A Bend in the River. For 10 points, name these initials shared by authors surnamed 

Pritchett and Naipaul. 

ANSWER: V. S. 

<WN> 

 

 

 

 



22. These two objects were linked to the masculine and feminine figures in The Angelus by an artist 

who included them in his rejected sketches for the drunken montage in the film Moontide. An 

album named after a piece of furniture and this pair of objects was dedicated to Luigi Russolo and 

includes an extremely avant-garde list of 291 artists that influenced the musicians. That album 

named after this pair of objects is the debut album by Nurse with Wound. These two objects are 

used to describe the beauty of a young boy named Mervyn. One of these two objects is wrapped in a 

blanket in (*) Man Ray’s artwork The Enigma of Isidore Ducasse, whose title is a reference to a quote about 

these two objects from The Songs of Maldoror by the Comte de Lautréamont. For 10 points, the essence of 

surrealist art is often described using a quote about “the chance encounter on a dissection table” of what two 

objects? 

ANSWER: a sewing machine and an umbrella 

<WN> 

23. This man’s hyperreligious son was scandalized by a trio of Correggio paintings, attacking Leda 

and the Swan with a knife and ordering Charles-Antoine Coypel to cut them up, which Coypel did, 

although he saved the pieces and reconstructed them. Pierre Crozat arranged the purchase of Queen 

Christina’s art collection for this man. This man’s great-grandson, who took the name “Égalité” 

during the French Revolution, sold this man’s art (*) collection to support his political ambitions, 

eventually leading to much of the collection being dispersed throughout England. Unusually for the time, this 

man’s collection was available for public viewing in the Palais-Royal. For 10 points, one of the greatest art 

collections in history was assembled by what man who served as Regent of France from 1715 to 1723?  

ANSWER: Philippe II, Duke of Orléans [accept either underlined portion; accept Philippe d’Orléans] 

<WN> 

24. Caroline Shaw’s Partita for 8 Voices was written for a vocal ensemble named for one of these 

places full of teeth. Alexandre Benois’ set design for one of these places features stars and a crescent 

moon as well as a scowling portrait of the Magician. A piece named after this type of place includes 

the statement “I regard this activity not so much as a demonstration of a physical fact, but more as a 

way to smooth out any irregularities my speech might have.” A section named after one of these 

places is the first time we hear a (*) chord consisting of C major and F-sharp major triads together, played 

by clarinets. The second and third tableaus of Stravinsky’s Petrushka are both named after this type of place. A 

sound art piece by Alvin Lucier is entitled I am sitting in [one of these places]. For 10 points, chamber music is 

named for the fact that it was originally meant to be performed in what type of place? 

ANSWER: rooms [accept Roomful of Teeth or “Petrushka’s Room” or I am sitting in a room; prompt on 

puppet theater] 

<WN> 

 

 

 

 



TB. A work by this author begins “It was already Thursday, but his lordship’s artificial limb could 

not be found” and includes illustrations of a man in a checkered coat walking into a lake. This 

author parodied The Story of O in a “pornographic” work in which the scarlet velvet sofa of Sir 

Egbert contains a sex machine that kills people. A work by this author of The Object-Lesson 

includes a drawing of a penguin eating a plate while a family sits stiffly at breakfast, and states that 

its title character has stayed for seventeen years. This cat-loving author wrote “L is for Leo who (*) 

swallowed some tacks” in a parody alphabet book describing the deaths of 26 children. This author of The 

Doubtful Guest and The Gashlycrumb Tinies collected his small illustrated books in an anthology whose title 

begins with “Amphi” and ends with his name. For 10 points, name this creator of many unsettling Victorian-

style pen-and-ink drawings. 

ANSWER: Edward (St. John) Gorey 

<JC> 


